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Preface
The second workshop on Categorical Methods for Concurrency, Interac-
tion, and Mobility (CMCIM) was held in Marseille, France, on September 6,
2003, jointly with the ﬁfth workshop on Geometric and Topological Methods
in Concurrency (GETCO’03) and aﬃliated to to CONCUR 2003.
The workshop consisted of the two refereed contributions present in the
proceedings and an invited lecture by Glynn Winskel with the title “Event
structure semantics of higher order processes.”
The programme committee consisted of Marcelo Fiore (Cambridge), Eric
Goubault (Paris), Thomas Hildebrandt (Copenhagen), Alexander Kurz (Le-
icester), Ugo Montanari (Pisa), John Power (Edinburgh), Jan Rutten (Ams-
terdam), Peter Selinger (Ottawa), Glynn Winskel (Cambridge).
We are indebted to the organisers of CONCUR 2003 and, in particular,
to Silvano Dal Zilio who arranged the local aﬀairs. Finally, we thank Mike
Mislove for his work as a Managing Editor of the ENTCS series.
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